We experimentally demonstrate all-optical amplitude regeneration of 4-level pulse amplitude modulated signals (PAM4) based on a single nonlinear optical loop mirror (NOLM). Four power-plateau regions are achieved using return-to-zero (RZ) pulses of narrow pulse-width, enabling large nonlinear phase shifts within the highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF). We quantify noise suppression characteristics at each amplitude level and obtain an overall EVM improvement of 0.92dB by optimizing input power and distortion strength. A theoretical analysis has been also carried out matching the experimental results and revealing the design characteristics of the regenerator's nonlinear transfer function.
Introduction
All-optical signal regeneration is a key technology for improving the transmission capacity of future fiber communication systems [1] . Ideally, any proposed regenerator solution should be able to address multilevel signal formats and remove distortion both in amplitude and phase. Removal of the phase distortion has been achieved with phase sensitive amplifiers (PSAs) enabling regenerative operation on up to 4 discrete phase levels [2] [3] [4] . On the other hand, nonlinear optical loop mirrors (NOLMs) have been the main approach for amplitude noise suppression, but state of the art experiments have not demonstrated operation for more than 2 amplitude levels [5] . Combining both technologies (PSA and NOLM) in a single subsystem is a promising direction for dealing with complex constellation formats and achieving simultaneous suppression of amplitude and phase distortion [6, 7] . In any case, the number of regenerative levels is a critical parameter for the final capacity improvement. For the NOLM scheme in particular, additional efforts are required to overcome current obstacles and improve their multilevel operation.
To increase the number of amplitude regenerative levels in a NOLM, a highly asymmetric configuration of the interferometer is required in combination with high launched signal powers to enable large nonlinear phase difference between the counter-propagating signal components. Unfortunately, stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) effects within the highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF) impede the development of the Kerr-based nonlinear response [8] . Although several methods to increase the SBS threshold of the nonlinear medium have been proposed, e.g. applying strain or temperature distribution along the fiber [9, 10] , these have not been proved adequate to support the requirements of a multilevel operation. On the other hand, due to the low frequency gain of the SBS effect, its influence can be bypassed with the use of return-to-zero (RZ) pulses of narrow pulse-width. Such operation may allow the NOLM to reveal its power oscillatory response, and through further optimization, to fit the purpose of a multilevel regenerator. Compatibility with current non-return-to-zero (NRZ) based highly spectral efficient transmission systems can be maintained through additional NRZ-to-RZ and RZ-to-NRZ photonic conversion circuits [4, 11] .
In this paper, we perform a thorough theoretical and experimental optimization of the NOLM subsystem to operate as a multilevel amplitude regenerator. Using RZ signals of narrow pulse-width we experimentally obtained a power transfer function (PTF) of four plateau-regions and demonstrated all-optical regeneration of 4-level pulse amplitude modulated signals (PAM4). To the best of our knowledge this is the largest number of regeneration levels achieved with a NOLM. The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we introduce a simplified subsystem model for the NOLM and perform theoretical optimization of its multiple plateau response. Experimental characterization of the NOLM's PTF curve and investigation of its noise suppression characteristics at each amplitude level are performed in section 3, where we also demonstrate the RZ-PAM4 regeneration. Finally, in section 4 we draw the conclusions of the paper.
Operational principle
We developed an analytical model to identify critical design rules for the multilevel operation of the NOLM interferometer. The model was based on the setup of Fig. 1(a) . The NOLM comprised an asymmetric optical coupler (OC), a power tuning (PT) device and a HNLF. The first two devices introduced the power asymmetry between the co-and counter-propagating signals, which translated into phase difference by the Kerr effect in the HNLF. In an experimental setup, the OC would be responsible for introducing the coarse asymmetry, whereas the power tuning device (e.g. a variable optical attenuator (VOA) [5, 8] or a bidirectional erbium-doped fiber amplifier (Bi-EDFA) [7] ) would enable a finer signal power control. We also had two output signals: one is the transmission signal from the out-port of the OC, and the other is the reflection signal collected at the P3 port of the optical circulator (CIR). Using this simple subsystem model, detailed optimizations on the regenerative performance can be performed. Following the methodology of [12] , we derived the reflection power Obviously, either the transmission or the reflection port of the NOLM can enable multilevel suppression of noise. However, which port can provide the best and most robust regeneration performance requires further investigation. To this end, we can identify the approximate locations of the local minimum or maximum points 
The locations of the power plateaus depend on the interferometer parameters β and δ. The same parameters also affect the width of the plateau regions, which defines the noise suppression capabilities of the regenerator. These dependencies have been investigated in the graphs of Fig. 2 , where we have plotted the slope of the PTFs, as a function of the input signal power in P and the splitting ratio β. The slope values have been calculated directly from the logarithmic PTF curve and represent the amplitude noise transfer through the regenerator. The blue colored regions correspond to absolute slope values of less than one, where the amplitude noise suppression takes place. For the reflection port, see Fig. 2 (a), we notice a wide operational range for the first plateau region, whereas the higher-order plateaus become significantly narrower due to the strong oscillatory behavior of the PTF. For the transmission port, depicted in Fig. 2(b) , wider and of same size plateau widths were calculated when the splitting ratio was higher than 0.9, offering equal noise handling capability to each regenerative level. Consequently, in the experimental design of the regenerator, which is discussed in the following section, we focused on the transmission response and the splitting ratio β of the OC was selected to be 0.9. Furthermore, we investigate the reshaping that is introduced on the PAM4 signal waveform by the nonlinear transfer function of the regenerator at the output of the transmission port. For this, the "level separation mismatch ratio" parameter R LM is used to monitor corresponding nonlinear transformation, defined as [13] :
is half of the swing between the closest adjacent symbols and V i (i = 1~4) is the voltage of each amplitude level (see the insert of Fig. 2(c) ). The R LM should be one for linear signals. We have plotted the R LM results of transmission signals as a function of the 1st amplitude level V 1 and the level spacing ∆V, see Fig. 2(c) , for a splitting ratio β equal to 0.9. The red colored region corresponds to the area where all of input amplitude levels fall into the blue colored regions defined in Fig. 2(b) . A maximum R LM value of 0.98 was achieved at V 1 = 1.28V and ∆V = 0.46V, also see the corresponding power levels P i (i = 1~4) in the Fig. 2(b) . Only a slight reshaping of the original PAM4 waveform was observed. Furthermore, we can identify stationary points on the nonlinear transfer function of the regenerator that enable simultaneous noise suppression and linear conversion of the signal's amplitude level. However, this requires a slight reshaping of the input PAM4 waveform so that its alphabet points coincide with the stationary points of the regenerator [8] . 
Experimental setup and results
The all-optical multilevel amplitude regeneration experiment was carried out with the optimized configuration shown in Fig. 3 . To bypass the SBS effect, RZ formatted pulses of narrow pulse-width were used. At the transmitter RZ-PAM4 signal generation was achieved as follows: a pulse pattern generator (PPG), triggered by a 10GHz radio frequency (RF) synthesizer, generated a pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) NRZ signal with the length of 2 31 -1 and an electronic clock. The PRBS-NRZ signal was then fed into a power divider (PD) that had a short connected port C2. Combing the split signal from C1 and the reflected signal from C2 an NRZ-PAM4 electrical signal was obtained at the output port C3, which was used to drive an optical Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). The eye diagrams of input electronic NRZ and generated NRZ-PAM4 signals are depicted in Fig. 4 . A linear PAM4 signal with the equal level spacing is obtained by using a single PD. The input of the MZM was an optical clock signal of 10ps pulses emitted by a fiber mode-locked laser (MLL) at 1550nm. A tunable optical delay line (TODL) enabled the time alignment of the incoming optical clock pulses with the electrical driving signal. At the output of the transmitter, the generated optical RZ-PAM4 signal was split by a 3dB optical splitter (OS): one part was used for monitoring and the other part was launched into the NOLM regenerator. At the regenerator, the signal power was firstly amplified by a high-power EDFA (HP-EDFA) with a saturation power of 36.5dBm, while the use of an optical isolator (ISO) prevented unwanted back-propagation of the light to the transmitter. The NOLM subsystem comprised a 90:10 OC, a polarization controller (PC), a VOA, a 606m-length strained aluminous-silicate HNLF and a 99:1 OS. The nonlinear coefficient of the HNLF was 7W −1 /km and the total fiber loss was 12dB. The high loss factor of the fiber used required high operating power levels. One can expect a more power efficient demonstration with the use of a less loss fiber technology, e.g. Ge-doped HNLF. The exact launched power into HNLF was measured by a power meter (PM) at the 1% output port of the OS. The PC was used to optimize the initial state of the interferometer. At the transmission port, the regenerated signal was detected by a 32GHz optical photodiode, and the signal quality was calculated using the sampling data from the oscilloscope. To identify the optimum operating conditions of the NOLM for multilevel operation, we went through a detailed experimental characterization of its nonlinear response. Initially, we measured the PTF and from there we extrapolated the normalized slope curve. This allowed us to identify the locations of the regenerative regions and to evaluate their corresponding width. To achieve this we launched an un-modulated optical signal (clock) directly into the NOLM and by sweeping the average power of the HP-EDFA we measured the corresponding average power at the output of the transmission port. The resulted PTF and the slope curves are depicted in Fig. 5(a) . Four power plateau regions were obtained defined by slope values of less than one. The plateaus were located at 22.5, 25.77, 27.61 and 28.9dBm of input powers, respectively. The extrapolated slope values reflect the noise suppression capability of the regenerator with smaller slope values enabling a more efficient suppression of the distortion. In the same figure we also plotted the theoretically calculated curves, using Eq. (1)(b). Very good agreement between theory and experiment was observed in the first two plateaus. The divergence happened in higher-order plateaus comes from the incomplete-switching-induced pulse distortion for high pump powers [14] . We also notice that the 1st and the 2nd plateau regions were discrete and fully isolated one from the other by high slope values. On the other hand, the boundary between the 3rd and the 4th plateau regions was less clear. The PTF was derived by measuring the average signal power. However, one might expect that this is inadequate for characterizing the multilevel regenerative properties of the NOLM as its strong nonlinear response might alter severely the shape of output signal pulses. Therefore, we performed an additional characterization of the regeneration performance by measuring the level of the achieved amplitude noise suppression. Specifically, we launched into the regenerator an optical clock distorted by an electrical PRBS (2 31 -1) signal and we characterized the noise suppression as a function of the launched average optical power. Figure 5(b) depicts the peak-to-peak variation of the distortion normalized to the mean peak amplitude values of the clock pulses. In all measurements the received signal power was kept fixed at −10dBm. We notice that the enhancement or suppression of the distortion followed, to a good extent, the PTF slope of Fig. 5(a) . However, that fact that the input optical signal is now carrying an amplitude distortion creates a slight shift in the location of the local minimum. Furthermore, the first two suppression regions were clearly observed due to their broader width, whereas the 3rd and the 4th plateau regions appeared combined. Therefore, three regenerative regions, A, B and C with local minimum located at 23.07, 26.01, 28.08dBm, were considered in the proposed NOLM-based regenerator, see Fig. 5(b) .
The next step was to investigate more thoroughly the achieved suppression in each one of the three regenerative regions for different amounts of introduced amplitude distortion. Figure  6 depicts the normalized amplitude distortion at the output of the regenerator as a function of the normalized input distortion. The points below the diagonal line designate that amplitude suppression has been achieved. Each regenerative region exhibits a different noise handling capability. We notice that for a normalized amplitude distortion range between 0.276 and 0.62 we could have noise suppression simultaneously on the three regions. The upper limit was set by region B, whereas the lower limit was set by region C. Finally, it is obvious that region A has a much wider capability of suppressing amplitude noise. Then, all-optical multilevel amplitude regeneration on a RZ-PAM4 signal was demonstrated in this NOLM subsystem. We tuned the TODL to introduce the amplitude distortion by sampling different part of the electronic NRZ-PAM4 signal, and then put the noisy RZ-PAM4 signal into the multilevel regenerator. By adjusting the average power level at the input of the NOLM an optimum operating point could be identified at 24.08dBm, which could provide an overall EVM improvement of 0.88dB, see Fig. 7(a) . The EVM is calculated according to the mean values of the received symbols in the four constellation points. At the optimum input power point we characterized the regenerative performance as a function of the input signal distortion, see Fig. 7(b) . A maximum EVM improvement of 0.92dB was obtained when the quality of the input signal was characterized by −20.5dB. The power histograms of Fig. 7(b) confirm the noise suppression that achieved at these levels. No regeneration was observed for input EVM lower than −21.5dB due to the residual ASE noise created within the regenerator subsystem by the HP-EDFA. By degrading the input signal quality above −20.5dB the corresponding EVM-improvement at the output becomes smaller due to the limited noise suppression capability of each regenerative amplitude level. We also carried out the numerical investigation and obtained the similar EVM results with input powers and distortion strengths, see blue lines in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) . Typical eye diagrams of distorted and regenerated RZ-PAM4 signals are depicted in Fig. 8 , showing that the pulses maintain their shape. We used the R LM to monitor the reshaping before and after the regenerator. Only 0.8% distortion was observed enabling a cascaded operation. Moreover, we have performed Monte Carlo simulations and evaluated the regenerative performance through direct error counting. In those calculations the experimentally verified transfer function of the regenerator was used. We have evaluated the performance of our regenerator as a decision element before the optical receiver. We notice almost the same bit-error rate (BER) performance between the input and output, check black and blue curves in Fig. 7(c) , which proves that the regenerator behaves as an ideal decision element, despite its different nonlinear transfer function. Also, placing the regenerator in the middle of the transmission link can introduce a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) improvement of approximately 1dB, compared to the un-regenerated case. This relative improvement can become higher for larger system cascades. Finally, we note that this NOLM configuration is not phase preserving, but due to selfphase modulation it introduces a different phase shift on each amplitude level of the incoming signal, see parameter Φ β in Eq. (1) . For the case of the PAM4 signal the corresponding phase rotations have been calculated to be 0.038, 0.409, 2.124 and 4.55rad. This might be highly detrimental in a system of cascaded regenerative links. However, we can achieve phase preserving operation in those cases by combining NOLM based regeneration and optical phase conjugation along the link, as it has been initially proposed in [6] and elaborated further in [15] .
Conclusions
We have designed and demonstrated, to the best of our knowledge, the first experimental implementation of an all-optical amplitude regenerator for RZ-PAM4 signals using a single NOLM setup. Adopting narrow RZ pulses allowed to bypass the influence of the SBS effect in the HNLF and to enable four power-plateau regions in the transfer function. A thorough investigation was also carried out to identify the actual regenerative regions and characterize their noise handling capabilities. Multilevel amplitude regeneration was achieved with an EVM improvement of 0.92dB. Exhibiting more regenerative amplitude levels in the NOLM helps to support transmission links of higher capacity. 
